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About This Software

Flex license - What's this?

Full-featured and easy on the purse!

This new license gives you all the features of the most recent articy:draft version, incl. the commercial use right. It's flexible,
because you only pay a low monthly fee and can cancel your subscription each month. If you pay on a yearly basis, you get an

even lower rate.
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About articy:draft

articy:draft is a visual environment for the creation and organization of game and story content - such as non-linear storylines,
branching dialogues, level layouts or character and item databases. All content can be exported into various formats - including

JSON, XML and Microsoft Office. With version 3 and higher. you can also integrate your content easily into Unity with the
comprehensive articy:draft to Unity plugin.

Features

Plan non-linear stories

Write branching conversations

Control game logic with variables and conditions

Simulate your story content to find problems early on

Manage large amounts of game objects (characters, items, ...)

Sketch locations and communicate level ideas

Document your game in detail

Export to Word

Export & Import to Excel for localization

Export to JSON or XML to integrate your content

Integrate your content in Unity easily

Commercial Usage

and more…

Story, Mission & Quest Design
articy:draft makes the creation of interactive, branching content easy. It’s perfect for your narrative structure design. Each node

in your story or mission flowchart can contain an inner flowchart. For example, you can start with a top-level chapter-like
structure and break it down into further and further until reaching single lines of dialogue. This nested approach ensures clean

and organized flowcharts.

Finally, use the simulation mode to test your flow logic before you export it. By using variables, conditions and instructions you
can control the flow your game. For instance, if you want a line of dialogue only to show up when certain conditions are

fulfilled.

Unity Integration
Boost your iteration process. Our comprehensive Unity plugin gets your content ready to use to Unity with just a few clicks.

Game Object Database
articy:draft includes a powerful game object database with a flexible template system. Build everything, from characters, items,

spells to weapons and skills. Create your objects as templates and use them wherever you need them.

Use And Create Plugins
Automate tasks and customize workflows by using custom plugins. The Macro Devkit enables you to develop your own plugins
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fast and easily.

Location Planning
With its build-in location editor, a vector-based 2D drawing tool, you can easily plan your game world and single levels. This

editor is an iteration-friendly sketching tool for maps and scenarios. You can place story events, spawn points and trigger zones
on the map for planning purposes. For some game genres, the location editor can even produce the actual game output. For

example 2D layer-based backgrounds for point’n’click adventures or hidden object games.
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Title: articy:draft 3 - Flex License
Genre: Design & Illustration, Education, Utilities
Developer:
ByteRockers' Games
Publisher:
articy Software
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or higher

Processor: Intel i5 or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: recent nVidia or AMD graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: not required

English,German,Russian,Italian,Polish
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A Hardcore Adventure game with many bugs!

Well, if you ever consider to buy this one,have in mind that it may be NOT playable in your system. The game has many bugs
that make it a headache. Whoever tries to, please install it under C: directory. Don't know if you have Steam under C: but the
Steam client accepts to install a game in whatever drive you want. Feel free to give administrator permissions and I hope it plays
because it may NOT...

The graphics are good for an adventure game but I would like a widescreen but NO, there isn't. It has video cutscenes that make
it good. It's all 3D and good looking.

The story is black. The game is attractive but after a while playing it you'll feel that you think black,too. After all the game is for
late teens and adults. It has many things in the dialogues and in view that newer eyes would be sensitive. The game is full of
black humor but ... it has really many dialogues and so many black jokes that in many cases it will be tiresome. You're supposed
to be a female vampire that NEVER accepted her later nature and tries to free herself from her master and his castle. The game
was written by some makers of Monkey Island series but no way,it's not like them, One more thing you have to consider is that
the second part of the game NEVER been made. So, don't search why the game ends this way, leaving many question marks
behind.

The sounds are pretty good. Black music and very good voices make the game excellent at this point.

The riddles. You will be SO TIRED of them. Even the hardcore Adventurer will want to see a walkthrough. The game never
stops having riddles. Riddles everywhere. And the possibilities are many. Because you have always to compare the new and the
OLD and try them too. And it has many things in the environment that you will NEVER use. I was really tired of this game. And
if it wasn't an OLD quality game I would place a negative review. I place a positive one for the game. As much for the controls,
keep "Tab","Space", left and right click in mind.

If you want to buy at your own risk and the game is playable under your system,if you can handle so many riddles in a very short
space, if you like so many lines of dialogues and black humor then this game is for you.

I would say that this is a Hardcore Adventure game with many bugs!
. If you look for a game and badass DLC get this DLC and game no wait GET ALL THE DLCS AND GAME!!!. if you cant
port forward or use upnp dont buy
no one hosts server if you want muliplayer you need to play locally
and singleplayer is hard and not fun
i do not recommend. How there are any negative reviews for this game idk, beacause it is a super cool experience for free, the
one con i have is that it feels like an oculus game, yet is an htc vive exclusive.. Only played a few rounds, and already in love
with this game! The controls are intuitive, and the game itself is fast and fun! Took me a small amount of time to understand
what was actually going on however.

. waste of money. you can not adjust the boards angle of position. its looking straight down too much.
doumb!. The worst maze simulator 2015. Pay to rage.. I played more than 9 minutes i was getting high level, this is a great mud
and we can host it thanks to this awesome dev ;). 6\/10
Fun & addicting. Easy to pick up, but tough to get the full understanding of the strategy.

Pros
Fun & simple game
Adorable artwork
Smooth match 3 gameplay
RPG elements are good, but the storyline is too simple.

Cons
I don't feel like it is super grindy yet, still having fun, but hard to tell if I will feel like it is grindy after I figure out how to earn
more gems and coins.
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No guild to join?
No PvP?

If you enjoy match-3 games especially those like Puzzle Quest with its RPG elements you'll love this.. Totally worth the 10
cents with the -90% coupon. Otherwise... I mean if you got money.. its a decent time killer.
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Thoroughly enjoyed this game so far.
- interesting level design
- great music
- didn't notice this was early access
- developers are still actively working on it

Watch my first impressions of this game here!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/wjDTFOTNeh4. I have played Carcassonne with river as a table top game for 5 years. I love the river. So
when I saw Steam had Carcassonne I ordered the river and main games. I had trouble installing the river, but was able to finally
install the main game. How I want to activate the river. But I can not find a way to do that. Bad Bad Steam!!!!
. This game had an excellent story, and generally good puzzles, but a few bad mechanics made it very tedious to play.

Camera angles were poorly planned, often flipping around in the middle of a scene. This turns forward into backwrd, and left
into right. This made the game very disorienting and confusing to play, *especially* during maze sections.

Often, only part of a room would be shown, and you would have to find the correct place to move your character so you could
access a new camera view. Poor pathing and having to guess what position would trigger the change made this excruciating.

Finally, there were often large, open spaces that our character needed to cover, in one case dozens of times for the same puzzle,
and there was no zip or quick exit feature. You have to watch your character run slowly through the whole space *every*
*single* *time*.

Can I recommend this game? It has a good story. However, it is unacceptable that the dev team let these mechanical issues
persist past development, let alone playtesting. Play it if you're very patient.. Recommended for anybody who liked the first
game, wait for a sale tho because it's pretty short for 30 bucks. Great arcade shootem up game that doesnt take hours of
commitment, but can just hop on and play a couple of games once in a while, which is great for those who cant commit to long
hours of gaming. Been looking around alot for a keyboard only game (since i game on a laptop and cbf getting the mouse out)
and Explottens is totally playable with just keyboard! Gameplay wise is also addicting, since it has lots of levels and bosses to
fight through, which keeps it quite engaging throughout!

Great little game that loads up almost instantly, and perfect when you just need a quick gaming session (which inevitably ends
up being quite a long session cuz it hooks you in with the level progression! I like it!. Nothing has made me more mad but love it
just as much with its poor grammer is so funny but the elements that make it feel like flappy bird. honeslty if you want a game
that will make you rage and have a good laugh with its this game.. This is pretty fun, so I'll write a review now.
You basically have all the stuff in GONNER, but in a small, arena - wave based game.
You have a world map, and each level on the map has 3 challenges - beat without firing your wep. without using an ultimate, and
flawless ( no damage ) you don't have to do them all in one go, so no worries about that stress.
You collect gems, gems are used to upgrade yourself int he stores - new wep patterns, ultimate attacks, substantial things liek
more stomp damage, better accuracy, etc - you can only equip so many at a time ( and you can purchase more slots as well )

There's a color scheme going on here similar to downwell, the game has a very pleasing look to it.

On top of the regular levels, you also fight bosses. Nicely drawn, screen-filling, multiple phase bosses.

very good stuff here, highly recommended.. It is a bit expensive for what it is, but it is still in development. That being said, if
you want the best looking and most configurable stream remote you can get on a mobile device and are willing to pay for it, look
no further. It can even do basic controls for streamlabs and Twitch, besides full controls for OBS and system commands. How
you set it up is almost completely open ended, which is good.
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